Land Of The Dinosaurs

‘We are ____________ on a magic adventure,’ said Chip. The children went through the ____________ of the magic house. ‘Oh help!’ _______ Nadim. The magic took the children to _____ ________ ____ ______________.

**Draw a circle around the correct answer**

Who did not like this adventure?                      Chip        Floppy     Nadim

Who took a photograph of the footprint?         Bi __ Chip     Nadim

What kind of dinosaur came out of the egg?   A fierce one      A little one

Who chased away the flying dinosaur?            Nadim      Wilf        Bi __

What dinosaur was Wilf looking for?               Anklosaurus     Apatosaurus

Who’s shoe came off in the mud?                   Bi __ Wilf     Nadim

**Draw**

- A dragon-fly
- A hatched egg
- Biff’s camera
- An apatosaurus
- The T-rex